
  

  Galatians, Free in Grace 

(12) The character of false teachers 

 

 

 

 

Will the real Judaizers please stand up…5:7-12 

 

As Paul begins to reveal the Judaizers, what’s the first thing they were doing? vs.7  ICor.9:24 

 They were „hindering‟, „cutting in‟, on the true believers. Distorting truth; stumble us.  

What was the strategy being used to distort the truth? see Mt.4:1-7; IITim.2:15 

 The Judaizers were quoting Scripture to prove their point. Study…rightly dividing…  

What is the second identifier of these false teachers? vs.8  1:6; Rom.8:28-30; IIThess.2:13-15 

 Their message does not come from the Lord, the One who calls believers. Discernment!  

Even though they were not from God, what do they use?  IIPet.3:14-18 

 They use the Word of God, out of context. They distort, to their own destruction.   

What is the impact of just a little doctrinal error? vs.9  see Mt.16:6-12 

 Like leaven, it works in the background to take over everything. Watch out, beware…!  

What note of positive encouragement does Paul give next? vs.10a 1:6-9 

 Confidence in them, in the Lord, they will not adopt this “other Gospel” view.   

And what is his immediate truth about the fate of the false teachers? vs.10b 1:6-9; Mt.18:1-7 

 They will be judged (by the Lord). Woe to that one through whom stumbling comes…  

What is clearly seen here re leaders and the flock?   

 Tenderness toward the flock being led astray. Anger toward those leading astray.   

What had the Judaizers been telling the Galatians about Paul? vs.11a  Comment? vs.11b 

 That Paul was really still preaching circumcision! If true, why am I still persecuted?  

What is the very important point being made here by Paul? vs.11c 2:21  see ICor.1:18-25 

 If the Gospel includes circumcision (Law) then it‟s not offensive! It‟s works! That‟s “ok”.  

What is Paul’s emotional word to the Judaizers? vs.12 

 Why not go beyond circumcision (castration?). Common practice of other pagan religions  

 

 

 

Applications for believers today… 

 

Why did the Judaizers have so much success? What are some reasons? 

 1) Used Scriptures (wrongly). 2) Promised deeper spirituality 3) Appealed to sin nature.   

What is the primary defense for false doctrine for a true believer?  IITim.2:15 

 To know the truth, and the truth will set (and keep) you free! Ignorance = defeat.   

What is one key strategy for Satan against believers? 

 Separate from Scriptures. No/bad teaching; too busy; too hard; not relevant; etc…   

 


